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ABSTRACT 
This article provides an overview of the research in 

the area of black family studies which directly relates to sex role 
development. Weaknesses in the early black sex roles research are 
outlined, and insights frcm recent studies are cited. Several 
statements are made about sex role development in black families, as 
this has been described in the contemporary literature: (1) the 
attitudes of blacks toward the roles of husband, father, wife, and 
mother are unclear; however, the role of parent is a significant 
indicator of one's adulthood, masculinity, and femininity; (2) the 
concept of power and those indicators of this concept are defined 
differently in the black community; the variables used in white 
society cannot be used to measure power in black families; (3) there 
are available black male role models in the community; many of these 
men are integral, supportive members of families, yet not visible 
members of households, and, (4) socialization of black children into 
sexual and sex role behavior begins at an early age. There is some 
evidence which supports the notion that there is less differential 
treatment of male and female children among blacks. A list of 
research priorities is provided. (Author/JM) 
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A CRITICAL OVERVIEW OF SEX ROLES RESEARCH ON BLACK FAMILIES 

Introduction 

Most research on Black families done prior to 1965, which has related 

in some manner to the question of sex role development has been focused 

primarily upon the existence of a matriarcal family structure. Much of 

.the emphasis by early scholars lof the Black family upon the concept of 

the female-headed, father- absent family system has been as a result of 

the popularity of a "social 'problems" approach to the investigation of 

the Black experience in America'(Billingsley, 1970; Ryan, 1971; Staples, 

1976). ,In an attempt to explain the inequities of the American social 

system, many social scientists have attributed many of the problems 'confronting 



Blacks to the female-headed household. Thoughthe Majority of Black 

families are intact (Stavin; both parents present), it is commonly yet 

erroneously assumed that most slack families are without the presence 

of adult Black Males and fathers. 

, Zhe•notion of the Black matriarchy has been one of the most per - 

vasive themes in Black family research, beginning with the publication 

of,the sociological studies of DuBois (1909) and Railer-0939). •With 

the aid of census data, personal diaries,•mjscellaneous historical docu- 

ments, and personal interviews; both DuBois and Frazier attempted to , 

show.that matriarchaï., family systems among Blacks were emerging as a. 

result of admerse social, economic, and political conditions. Both of 

these scholars viewed fema?e-headed households as a situational adaptation

which would disappear äs Blacks moved into the "mainstream" of American 

society. Thus, the undérllying assumptions of these early studies were 

tnat'intact patriarchal family forms were inherently better and proper,' 

and that the problems confronting Blacks would disappear as Black families 

approximated the idealized norm of tine White middle class family. 

Because many sociologists in the 1930's were concerned primarily 

with radé relations.;theory, the Black family hs not often.studied:as an 

entity in and of itself. It was not until some, later sociologists and 

social psychologists begun to study the Black family that some consideration 

' was given to'the question of sex role development. According to one social' 

psychologist (Pettigrew, 1964) who accepted the matriarchy thesis, the 

psycholosir3J development of the Black child (particularly the,Black male) 



was believed to be marred by the alleged "ùnaiatural ''superior, positión" of 

the Black" woman. Both Pettigraw (1964)        and Moynihan (1965) attributed   the

occurrence of numerous social and psychological, disorders such Is juvenile

delinquency, crimes agi'nst persons; schizophrenia, :low intelligerice. gaotient,

cul turN•11 depr, vation, 'and sel f-hatred to female-headed households, 

‘' &otn D'Andrade í,.19ô2) a Lnd o and Lott tt . 09ó31 in studies. of.51 ck youttY 

.contended that children•réarzd ira female- headed, father absent households

deJetoped, inarpprbpfriate •sax( rgle cefini tSons'--lar- lesk ma were` -labeled as:belñg 

gore' efre ;mate than White males and. Black .females were labeled as being.

.mare masculine than trr,ite. fe agies• In general the picture of sex role develop. 

rient in lack' familles ,as painted by social psychologists and sociologists

prior to.1965 has been one of frustratior. and confusion; 

CriticiSms of Earl/. Seg Role Research by Contemporary B1fack'Famil Scholaas 

'S@vëral cot;t§mp'orary'scrolars t`aavé raised a series Of serious questions 

•about the reliablity'and vairidi y of earlier studie on the' matriarchy and its. ' 

alleged irrpaçt, on sex, role development. 'Such questions  have been related t

tine following issues: 

1, Mr obvious "hite midd;eA'bias' .in the focus and theoretical framework • , 

`bf most stúdies gn,&lack fam.ilïes.• th ere ,as been- a  tendency

arsg scholars to compare Black families to an idealited White middle

class, patriarchal family form Billingsley, 1970; Herzog, 1970;

Stagles,. 19.70.• Slack' families' have generally       been 1,a0eled€as deviant 

Ad; .the White,middlé'class families  used as a norm. Recent scholars

have begun t0 question whether the White middle ideal whigh is taught 



in family life textbooks is repr sentative:;of any Americaa_fahtily' 

. forrn• 

An overemphasis or the impact of family structures on sex role

develop..,eeitt; anri an underemphasis .úpon the relationship 'of inter-

.personal'dynamfcs~ sex role development. In other ,words, scholars 

'hive beep overly concerned with "the impact +Df a femalé-headed 

' housebold, and not';concerned enough with'the impact;of iriterper- 

sonhl relations Çbóth within aiaCoutsiec of the family', setting), 

upon sex' role definitions. Cor emporary scholars have begun to 

question how the quality and/'or;quantity of adult role models 

in a family. setti,ng.influence or relate to sex role development.. 

;o longer is it assume4 that any father is better than no father. 

A tendency among' scholars to confuse the terms household and family. 

There is a distinct, difference between'a household and a family., 

Ti ye term household is defined as "... a cooperative group which • 

maintains and participates in a given resi'dential structure, even 

'though the contribution of any one individual may be only part, 

time, whereas that concept of family is more appropriately ;defined. 

in terms of kinship networks (Gonzalez, 1970, p.232)." The tither 

oose use-of the term household`to mean family confuses. the fact 

that ao'.'indiv dual may be'absent from the household; but not 'necessarily 

the family. Thus, the'nousehold which is headed by a female may not 

be devoid of adult male models.

An'ove r.emphasis among s holars upon slavery'as'a significant factor 

in six role development in contemporary Black family lifè. This ; 



,éinphasis stands ;contradíction•to the basic principies of 

húimaq"socfai `development. ,Black children have alwáys: learned 

Sex roles rather than inherited them from the'so-called "scar ' 

of slavery.," 

the use of culturally biased séff.report instruents to obtain  m
indicators of sex role attitudes.and definitions from Black  

subjects.- Fo r example, many sociologists and psychologists 

have used, the IQ scores of Black children from female-headed 

households is evidence that this type of family structure in-

hibitsmental development (Sciara and Jantz, 1974). Several 

researchers have used measures'of'masculinity-femininity deve3oped` 

'on'White middle class subjects to'investigate sex role attitudes 

-in Black families. Such measures generally indicate that Black 

:males ands'females are deviant in the area of. sex roles when com-

pared to Whites. Pettigrew (19P)' administered the Minnesota 

4tu1;tiphasic Inventory (MMPI) to Black males, and he found that) 

they responded affirmatively to statements such as "I would like 

='ta be a singer" and "I think that I feel more intensely than, most 

'peopi+e do." ,from these statements,Pettigrew 'concluded that 

Bta0(mal4 rere more feminine than Wh te"males. Hare (1971)::,aho '; 

Vontress'(1971) bave rejected this interpretation, contending that 

instruments of this nature are culture-bound and statements such 

as I wouldlike to be a singer"  g may have a different meaning in 

the Black community.



The use of the term matriarchy to describe what appears to be a 

female-headed household his created an array of problems for the scholar

interested in'sex, role.development among Black`s. In .the'teChnicat sense 

the term matriarchy ors matriarchal refers to " a form Of.family organization 

in'which the mother is the fórmal head and dominant power in.the family 

(Theodorson and Tfieodorson, 1969, p., 149)." .The concept Of matriarchy 

pértains to power, descent, and inheritance through the female-line of 

a social system. ;;ome•scholare argued that á matriarchy hart never existed 

(Goode, 1964). , Black women do óçcupy a position in Black famill'es•and • 

l e Black community which/ii different from the position that White women

hold; however, it is erroneous to'ássume that Black women have more.p wer 

than Black men in an economic; social or political sense. Data on 'median w

annual income by race.and sex indicate that Black woMin are at'tbe bottom 

of. the economic ladder:(U.S. Bureau;of the Census,'1973) A cursory.éxami- 

nation of the leadership positions with the Black community; as;wéll as 

those leadership positions held by Blacks in predominantly White institutions 

does not support the concept of the Slack matriarchy.. For more discussion 

of the inapplicability'of this term see Siraples.(1970) and Mack (1974). 

NeW Perspectives on Sex Role Development in Black Families  

As'a result of the issues and problems in Black famjly studies pre-' 

viously outlined, a new perspective in Black family research emerged in, 

the late 1960's. This perspéctive has been lead by a vanguard of,young, • ' 

Black socio-logist3 and psychologists who have sought, to accómplish•at 

least three goals, these'goals being: 

1. the elimination of White middle class .norms from research, 



2. t'r.e.incorporation pf the çoncept•df Black culture in studies 

Of the family and the cormuntty, and 

..the.expioration of un ft vestigated areas of!the Black family' 

experience; e.g. sexuality adolescence. . 

Several areas that pertain, to sex role development among Blacks 

have been explored by contemporary scholars. .These areas •include% 

1. .the attitudes of.Blacks;toward the roles of husband, father, 

motiler and wife., 

'2. the process/of decisiok-making and the concept of,.ppwer in 

'$leek dyadic relationships, 

3. the role of the adult.malewho,,is not present in the.househrld, 

yet a part of family relatiónsn1ps, and 

4. tle socialikátßbn.of Black children into 'sex roles ands sexual 

behavior. 

Some of•the most interesting data on attitudes of Blacks toward the 

roles àf Ausband, father,•wife, and mother have been collected by parti-

cipant observers and .ethnographers;e.g. _ Ladner (1,971); ,Schulz (1969) and 

.Hammond.(1969). These studies' seem o indicate that the roles of tether 

and mother are extremely important   indicators of how the individual and 

the community perceive one's masculinity or femininity. According to 

Ladner (1971) and Schulz (1969), the assumption of the role of parent 

is significantly related to the definition of one's manhood or womanhood --

qne is n'ot'a "real" man or woman until a child has been sired. 

Severeàl researchers have investigated attitudes toward sex roles 

among Black women via self-report'instrumepts (Gump, 1975; Turner and Turner, 



(1973),.Black women rated ;Ian as More unreliable than other groups when 

'when responding to questions sùch as "rest men are like..." on a semantic

differential scale. The response of White women to questions    such as "most 

men 're tike.:." was more positive and idealized that the responses of 

Black women. Turner,and•jurner (1973) concluded that these findings refiedt 

the fact that.Black woen are socialized differently,from Ñhitè women: 

4~ip_(1975) in a comparative study of Blac4 and White womne's sex role.

attitudes.found that Black women secíed'to be more home-çentered and sub- 

missive than W ite,women who expressed more interest in•their own personal 

development., These findings are contradictory to the 'popular image of' 

strong, dominating„ Black women: Because the subjects in Gump's study 

were selected from a college studerit€populatign of Blacks and Whites

the generalizabiiity of the'resultsaiight be limited. 

The popularity of the matriarchy thesis has rest-died-in the neglect 

of the concept of••power in Black' marital .relationships by family sdholars. 

Since it has been assumed that:.Black women hold the reigns of power, 

ii ttie research 'on the .procèss •of decision-making, in the martial cela- 

tionshi p 'as' í t relates  to sex rrol e definitions has been done.' 'One of tige 

most.enligiitening investigations of power in Black and White families has 

been done by Mack (19X4); who used both self-report and a bargaining task 

to measure power. tack found the variable o'f ctas €to be:more important 

in determining the relationships among power,, gender, and race in marlfai. ` 

dyads. 

The studies done by Mack (1974), Schulz (1969), and Weiss (1.975) sMppor~t

the:'mtion that the•iridjcators of status and•power< in the Black community 



and in Black families are not synonyous with the concepts or meanirj of 

status or'power. at'they are defined in wider society. Educátton, occupation, 

income and sex are indicators of ,status and power among Whites, whereas these 

-factors do nctt necessarily guarantee one status br power among Blacks kHeiss, •

1975). Mack (1974) has contended that sex is a bargaining factor in Black 

dyadic relationships. According to Schúlz (1969) and Ladner (1971) the -roll 

of parent' affords one a degree of status in the Black community.' In.fact,, 

the status of parent (that is mothérhoód or fatherhóod) is generally regarded 

as an àbvious indicator of one's masculinitly,;or'femininity  

Scott (1976) in an examination of consensus in financial priorities 

among"Black. and White•coilegé student couples -found a sex role tiai in the 

delegátion of certain tasks. Black-couples reported in greater percentages 

than Whites, that Black males made post-of the decisions, wente most Of the 

checks, and•paid most of the btlls,for the family unit. This study in.addi-• 

tion,to the work done by Heiss (1975) provided data which are contradictory 

to the stereotype of the Powerful matriarch. 

Several researchérs have escribed the role of maleswho are not part

of the household, yet members of the family .(Liebow, '1966; Moore, 1969. 

Schulz, 1969), The existence of available male models in the community 

brings into, the qestion. u the so-called effts of the female-headedec

household Both Schulz (1969) and Moore (19697,. have developed typologies' 

useful
which are  in explicating the roles of adult, Black pen, who may not 

be visible members of a household.

Sex role definftions are léarned very early in one's life experiences. 

Thus, in order for one to understand a particular adult sex rcleihusband,. 



wife, mother; fattier); 'it is important that some consideration be given 

'to its development over thelifespan. In recent years more attention has iicen 

directed to•sex role socialization in children. Again, the ethnographic. 

'or participant observation studies done by Schulz (1969); Ladner (1971); and, 

Hammond and Ladner (1969), have yielded some interesting data related to 

sexual socialization among Black children. 

For some time, sexologists and Other students of•human behavior in- 

terested in sex view,d the child as.an,asexual being 'Accbrding't this.

framework the individual's introduction to and participation in,sexual 

behavior would be rather abrupt. and disjointed process,. However, the works 

of Ladner (1971i, Schulz (1969), and Hammond and Ladner (1969) have indicated. 

that Black 'children play at sex and adult roles. In fact,' these :researchiers• 

have cited that precocity is encouraged, particularly among Blackmale 

' ,children. Several sociolinqui,sts'have cited the importance of verbal skills 

or. "playing the dozens" fn the socializatión process.(Hannerz, 1970; Kochman, 

197t, and Valentine, 1910). The aquisition of 'verbal skills in,"playing the, 

dozens" is part of a male virility cult-•a'•ppocess through which miles learn 

moi and assert their masculinity and adulthoód.' 

'Though there has been a great deal•of interest by psychologists Pi the 

relationship of differential or p'refer'ential treatment of White male and 

femalynfants to the development of adult sex roles, (Macdoby, 19111T, little 

data • of this nature has been collected on alack'infants. Young,(1970) in 

a study of Black parental behavior and.ch'ld, rearing practices found highly 

. Individualized f:ehaviors among mothers and Other adults in the family. She 

observed a great deal of physical contact between parent and child; children 



were also ençouraged' to be assertve• i, initiating and defiant within bounds. 

Youpg also conterided 'tar.•B;ack families handled sex role training aid rêiated ' . 

experiences .inmays which are compatible with ÿhe overall, cultural handling 

of polarities. •Sex differences do exit but are treated more as contrasts 

rather than as 'mutually exclusive traits. She concluded 'that sex role behaviors 

have .no been rigid:y defined in Black communities.

 surm~ary, there are. several. •statemen t}tat can be made 'about sex role 

.developn.ent in Black. families, as this process .has been described in the con- 

temporary literature: 

1. .The 'attitudes. of. Blacks, toward' the roles4cif•' husband, father, wife, 

and mother are uhclear;'hówever, the role of parent is a significant 

indicator~ óf-orie's adulthood = 'masculinity, and feminin• ity. 

2: The concept of power and those indicators of this concept are 

defined differently in the' Mack conirunity: The variables used 

in White society Can not'be used to measure power in'Black•families, 

3: There are available Black male role models ,PI' the coinmunity." Many 

of these' mein are integral, supportive: members of families,'yet 

. not visible members of househg.lds. 

4. Socialization of slack children into sexual and sex role behavior 

begins tan early age. , There t$ iome evidence which supports 

the notion that there is less differential~.treatment of male and 

female children among Blacks. 

'Research Priorities for Contemporary Scholars öf.Blaçk Family 'Life and 

Sex Role Development' 

As a result of the.criticfsms raised by recent scholars concerning 

Black' family research priór to 1965; and the urgent, need for 'more knowledge 



pertaining to sex yole development among. Blacks a series of research priority 

are% have beert developed. These prioeikiei $inciude a need' for:

More exploration•Ef the dynamiçs of $lack culture-and its relatfón- 

ship to Iand influence upon the process of humann development. Ex- • 

plorations 'of this nature would result 'in the demystil cation' of 

' the idealized; it ite micelle class tiorm. One scholar' has' begun tó 

.explore the'relationshi•p between Black culture and personality 

(Staples, l9761: 

2 More investigation of six role deflations out} s ide of the family 

setting. Sex role bias aid conflicts pervade:all American in- 

stitutions: It is time that scholars begun serious inquiry of 

the sexism which infl6ences roles that;iromen,and men i1ay in 

inst'ituïtóns other thantthe family, e.g. church, state government.

.'~3. More exanriation ots the con4ept c>f Power among Black4{yadi. • 

',Through studies of those llndicator's 9f .owe' and sttu it's the 

Bladk Coniinity, our understanding of'the,process th`roughh whic 

intit vidAtsfare.seclalized into leadership positions should be enhanced.

4. More 'exiploratiOn of sexuality And adolescence amgngaBlacks. Givbn. 

that fact that a.signtficant portion 'of the Black popglation could. 

be,,labeled 'as adolescent,',more knowledge of the sexual experiences 

of the young•adult would be helpful to family 'practice agents. 

5. More inquiry of the father-daughter relationship among Blacks.For

dver fifty years, fami.dy stales scholars'have had have an obssessive. 

interest in the sroi:hër•-son relationship. Per,haps, this~interest 



has been reflective oi trie concern (and sexist preference) of 

researchers to tne personality devalopment of mà•lesr It is' ter; 

taiñi~ •time ,thait eç~ráliattentióth be devoted to the.father-`a(ugh'ter' . 

rè,latiior~shi4 among'Blacks. 

6. More invQstigation' of the influence of diverse roles pr model's,", 

 that adult malens aw3rd ~n have úpon iahe roces Of sex tole de- 'A ' 

velopment. .It would tie. helpful to obtain sóme kríowl~edge pf how

the roles of bàyfriend,,súpportive companion., or quasi-father ." 

as d4£cribed by Schul3~19ô9) influence or relate.f~o communicative• ~ , ' 

.' pàtternà,: poweer a;li~anceS',, and sex, rgle defi~itians in ;the fainily 

system. 

•7. Mo'r'e éxaminatlon•of the reiations¿rips aSiong„ordinal pósïtion,",sex 

role altitudes, and personality developrrient among Blacks Though 

tnçre is a weal-th of lite'raturé pertaini•qg to the concépt af. • 

ordi nil ity in• W~itfymiddle'clags:• familisg,' there have. been few 

inquiries in this area concerning.~iack families~.:~ne scholar

(Hi 11, 1971) has ,already ~cited , -the role that older and first-born. 

children plain tee r~e8riag of young siblings. He labeled this

phenomenon of role-sharing as a strength of;Black family life. 

Though númeröus ethnographers and participant:óbservers have ', 

'alluded to  the relation'ship'rof ,ordinal,'position to  power, sex role

definitions; ang personalit,f,devé;opment among. Blacks,~urch ,is yet 

t9i hé learned.. 

48. More study of.-the reiatiónships :among csSotiñg patterns, sexuality, 

and sex role definitions. . Though nurherous scholars and persons.in the 



lashi©n.industry have cited that many, of the garments worn by_ 

Black men would,be cor,sideréd.to be'feminine by White men, no 
thss 

one has given' serions attention to" phenomenon. Perhaps this 
'Mat 

*cultural pattern reflects the fact" Black and White men view 

and .choose to project their maléness or masculinity in different 

ways , 'The relationship betiveea clothing 'patterns and the concepts 

of.masculinity and femin4nity must bé explored. 

More investigation of the father-headed or female-absent household. 

On rdading di e literature one 'could éasily conclude that fathér- 

headed.households are non-existent. There is a definite need for 

mdre knowledge of the dynamics of.thls family form.. Oné might 

wonder what impact the father-headea'household has upon sex role 

development of Black children. 

10. More 'observational studies of Black families where race, sex 

and class are at least considered as biasing variables. The pro 

liferation and use of self-reoport instruments have.added little ' 

to oür'understanding of human social behávior•in general. 

In conclusion, it must been noted that   the ten aforementioned research 

priorities represent only a few of the more. obvious' unanswered questions 

in the area of sex role development among Blacks. Given the extent to 

'which thisrarea has been neglected, a vast fertile field awaits any intërested 

scholar who Ores- to 'broach the subject., 
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